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Dear Investors, 
 

 
The income trust market will grow significantly and the question will 
be when the Minister’s other shoe will drop after the dust settles with 
an election… The game between the authorities and taxpayers is far 
from over.  
 

      Jack Mintz 
      CEO C.D. Howe Institute 

 

Better to pay attention to something being scorned rather than 
something being championed.  
 

Warren Buffett 
2005 Annual Meeting 

 
 
Fixed-income investors and retirees, we can hear your sigh of relief at Mr. Goodale’s pre-
election decision to leave income trusts alone.  From your manager’s point of view, the real 
icing on the cake was the finance minister’s decision to reduce the effective tax rate on 
dividends received from Canadian public corporations.  We assume (hope) the provinces will 
follow Ottawa’s lead.  
 
As a result of these tax reductions, quality dividend paying common stocks (such as banks and 
life-insurance companies) climbed to fifty-two week highs.  Overnight, dividend-paying stocks 
became more valuable to individual investors.  Simply stated, instead of paying 31 percent of 
any corporate dividends received back to the federal and provincial governments, individuals 
would pay approximately 21 percent under the new rules.   
 
Nonetheless, we would agree with the experts who say that the government will likely have to 
revisit the business income trust conversion issue again.  The new policies “do not fully create 
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neutrality between corporations and trusts”.  Moreover, as business trusts are given a higher 
valuation in the stock market, sellers of businesses will continue to opt for this public vehicle.    
As a result, business trust conversions will likely remain popular as ever and the tax leakage 
issue will persist – until the next shoe drops.  Stay tuned, as this tax issue has not been fully 
resolved.  
 

Small Businesses Can’t Afford to Hire People with Low Self-Esteem 
 
Although this next section has nothing to do with the investment world, from time to time your  
manager will digress (rant) about topics which may be of interest to some of our investors.   
(You may remember my healthcare comments a few months back.)  If you feel differently, just 
disregard the following section.   
 
Recently, our firm had an unfortunate experience with a new hire.  We thought we had a good 
process for screening out “problem” candidates.  A similar situation occurred a few years ago 
when we had to fire an employee within the first two weeks.  The question was how to learn 
from the experience and weed out people with “character issues” as opposed to “qualification 
issues”.   
 
When discussing the situation with a management consultant who specializes in employee 
relations/psychology, he quickly identified the negative character traits of our particular 
situation – low self-esteem.  In a small organization there is no room and no place to hide from 
these types of individuals.  They can be a disruptive, negative force.  At worst they can affect 
your bottom line.  Over dinner, our management consultant pinpointed some of the more 
glaring signs of employee low self-esteem in the workplace.  The key is to discretely screen for 
these signs during the interview process, thus avoiding future disruptions to your business.   

 

10 Workplace Signs of Low Self Esteem* 
 

 
1. Can’t accept criticism or constructive feedback. 

2. Never accepts responsibility for mistakes, always blame others. 

3. Tendency to magnify a situation where their feelings are hurt. 

4. Very manipulative. 

5. Tend to over inflate their contribution and make a big deal of any extra  efforts they 

 may have made. 

6. Crave positive reinforcement.  Addicted to positive reinforcement. 

7. Everything is a humiliation for them. 

8. Are not team players – but do what’s in their own self interest first. 

9. Somewhat paranoid – for example, that people are working against them. 

10. Always have to get the last word in. 

*Synergistics: Human Resource Development Specialists 
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Third Quarter Performance 
 
Your fund ended the third quarter with a net asset value of $2,264.45 per unit, an increase of 
$196.98 from the December 31, 2004 asset value of $2,067.47 per unit.   
 
The near doubling of oil prices over the past two years has had surprisingly little impact on the 
pace of global economic growth.  According to the “experts”, global competition has helped 
keep wages under control and inflation in check.   
 
Rising interest rates in the U.S. have left the American markets essentially flat during the first 9 
months of this year.  While in Canada, high commodity prices combined with a benign interest 
rate environment helped push the TSX Index to double digit gains.   
 
It appears that investors have more to worry about high interest rates than slowly unfolding 
high energy costs.   

 
During the third quarter a major sell-off snowballed in the trust market sector when the 
government abruptly halted advance tax rulings on these vehicles.  During this period of 
uncertainty, Livingston International made an opportunistic takeover bid for one of our 
business trust holdings, a rival custom brokerage firm, PBB Global Logistics.   
 
Although PBB has had some stumbles over the past two years with respect to acquisition 
integrations  we still like the business for its growth prospects, high free cashflow and low 
capital expenditure requirements.  We thus added to our position right after the Livingston 
take-over offer was announced at $15.00.  The stock is presently trading at $19.50 with an 
annual distribution of $1.75.   
 
The takeover saga (as of the beginning of December) has been initially rejected by PBB 
shareholders.  However, PBB management has publicly stated its “willingness to explore a 
negotiated transaction” with Livingston.  Stay tuned for a better offer.   
 
Finally, we will also be receiving another takeover offer for our Fairmont Hotel holdings.  As 
you well know, Fairmont is a leading Canadian brand of unique luxury hotels – through global 
hotel property ownership and/or hotel management contracts.   
 
The takeover offer comes from Carl Ichan, a famous American corporate raider.  We would 
expect competing bids for this rare opportunity.  With global travel back on track subsequent to 
the 9/11 terrorist attacks and SARS outbreaks, hotel properties are selling at premium prices 
for the time being.   
 
Our original cost in this investment was $26.50.  A successful takeover offer would be in the 
mid-forties.   
 
With stock prices in general reflecting robust global growth, we would expect to see continued 
merger and acquisition activity into the new year.  Hopefully our portfolio will continue to be a 
beneficiary of this takeover activity.  
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Outlook 
 

 History has not dealt kindly with the aftermath of protracted  
 periods of low risk premiums.   

       Alan Greenspan 
       August, 2005 

 
Perhaps North American central bankers have a bad habit of “crying wolf” a bit prematurely.  
But one certainly can’t say they haven’t warned investors well in advance.  (Remember 
Greenspan’s “irrational exuberance” comment of December, 1995.)  
 
Specifically, both Alan Greenspan and Deputy Bank of Canada Governor Pierre Duguy have in 
recent months repeatedly warned that “…in their quest for (higher) yields in an environment of 
low interest rates, global investors may have underpriced risk”.   
 
Translation: Be prepared (timing unknown) for some type of unexpected financial/economic 
crisis which could lead to significantly higher interest rates.  And because interest rates have 
been abnormally low for the past few years, many investors have not been fully conscious of 
the additional risks attached to that extra bit of yield.   
 
Client pressures cause many managers to continue to invest in higher yield instruments, 
despite the fact that the extra returns above safe or risk-free instruments do not adequately 
compensate investors.  
 
In the meantime, and on a more positive note, with oil prices looking to have peaked (until the 
next supply disruption) and barring a surprise economic shock, we remain cautiously optimistic 
concerning North American stock markets into 2006.  In fact, the Dow will likely surpass its 
previous all-time high of 11,723 reached on January 14, 2000.  Our guess would be that in 
2006, U.S. markets will be the beneficiary of moderate financial tailwinds, just as Canadian 
markets benefited from booming energy and resource prices in 2005.   
 
The question remains to what extent will rising interest rates and a potentially rising loonie 
dampen the Canadian markets in 2006.   Kindly maintain reasonable performance 
expectations.  
 
Have a safe and enjoyable holiday season. 
        Respectfully Yours,  
 
 
 
        Benjamin D. Horwood 
        Portfolio Manager 
         November 30, 2005 
 
P.S.   Do visit us at our web site: www.valuecontrarian.com 

 
** We’re often asked: “When is the best time to invest in the Value Contrarian?”  Although there is no best time, since it is impossible to 

time the market, a preferable entry point is when the fund has produced a month of negative returns or a year of underperformance.  

Unfortunately, human nature prefers the exact opposite.   

http://www.valuecontrarian.com/

